In many real-time processing systems for the Internet of Things (IoT), the correctness of real-time data objects that model physical world entities, such as the status of mobile robotics, depends not only on the functional correctness, but also on the temporal consistency. Maintaining temporal consistency of real-time data while reducing energy cost is of critical importance when designing such IoT systems. In this paper, we formulate the energy-aware real-time data processing problem on multicore platforms and prove it to be NP-hard. In view of the intractability of the problem, we adopt a divide-and-conquer strategy. We first propose a per-CPU solution, which can result in significant power savings. Next, in order to save energy in a fine-grained granularity, we propose an efficient per-Task solution by adopting the per-CPU solution as a building block. Finally, by developing new energy-aware mapping techniques, we further explore energy savings on multicore platforms. Extensive simulation results show that the proposed methods offer remarkable performance improvement in terms of energy savings, as compared to the state-of-the-art schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things has received great attention in recent years, examples of which include traffic monitoring [1] , flight control [2] , health care devices [3] , and industrial automation [4] . In these applications, in order to enable ''Things'' to be stored and analyzed in cyber-space, the system needs to process a large quantity of real-time data from the physical space through wireless sensors, so as to sense, monitor, and respond to the external environmental changes in a timely fashion. Figure 1 illustrates the interaction between the physical world and the cyber world.
With the increasing dynamics and complexity of modern IoT, system parameters, such as sampling periods and execution speeds, are usually unknown initially and need to be configured at runtime. However, it is non-trivial a work to meet such design constraints. The real-time data processing in IoT often have time semantics which is known as The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Noor Zaman . temporal validity [5] . It is essential to update the sampled value before the old one expires. Otherwise, the IoT system in real-world may result incorrect decisions or even catastrophic consequences [6] . For instant, the erroneous AOA sensor data may affect the measurements of speed and altitude value of the aircraft, contributing to the crash in Indonesia that killed 189 people. Given the stringent real-time requirements, sensor devices usually have to maintain high-speed sampling to keep the freshness of data. However, due to the fact that the battery capacity is limited in embedded devices, especially when the battery is not practicable to recharge or replace, it may cause the sensor depletes its power quickly. As a result, the tension between real-time data-intensive applications and resource-constrained devices poses a significant design challenge.
With the rapid development of VLSI technology, the multicore architecture has become the mainstream product of modern commercial processors. However, the sharp increase in power density of modern electronic circuits may lead to drastically rise in energy cost. A widely used power control technique is Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [7] , which is especially suitable for certain data-intensive applications where the workload of the systems would be comparatively high, e.g., during the rush hours in transportation management. In such scenarios, compared with energy-aware strategies by shutting down cores, a neveridle method that enables to scale the running speed in the system, such as DVFS, is more desirable.
In this paper, we address the energy-aware realtime scheduling problem for IoT systems with temporal consistency requirement on multicore platform. We first formally show that the problem is NP-hard. Given the hardness of the problem, we start by considering both per-CPU DVFS and per-Task DVFS solutions on unicore systems. For the per-CPU DVFS scenario, the whole transaction set shares a unique slowdown. For the scenario with per-Task DVFS decisions, a uniform slowdown is assigned to different transactions to save energy in a fine-grained granularity. Both methods ensure the temporal consistency requirements, and achieve considerable energy savings. Next, by designing energy-aware task-to-processor mapping methods, we extend our results to multicore platform. We have considerably extended our previous work [8] , which only gives some experimental findings but without theoretical analysis, to reduce the power consumption. The proposed technique differs from the existing ones in three aspects. Firstly, it provides an efficient off-line schedulability analysis for dynamic IoT systems based on wireless sensors which has a pseudo-polynomial time complexity. Secondly, it combines the slowdown strategy with delayed execution policy to save energy. Thirdly, instead of only considering a single control knob, such as core allocation or frequency scaling, we propose a closed-loop solution for data processing. Furthermore, for engineering practice, it is more practical and flexible. Unlike application codes [9] which need to modify the embedded scheduling kernel, the proposed methods can be used as a component to support real-time data processing. The main extension and contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce the architecture of processing prototype scheduler, which can handle both user transactions and update transactions, while supporting real-time validity requirements of data processing in IoT systems. • We propose a per-CPU DVFS method called ML-CS, which satisfies temporal validity constraint of real-time data, to achieve energy savings on unicore platform.
• To achieve energy savings in a finer granularity, we further propose a novel per-Task DVFS method called ML-US. Compared with ML-CS, ML-US takes ML-CS as a building block and computes different slowdowns for different transactions.
• For multicore platform, we propose a mapping scheme called TCBM, which outperforms the state-of-the art methods in terms of energy savings. We also conduct theoretical analysis to confirm the reliability of the proposed method.
• The performance of the proposed methods is evaluated by simulation experiments. Compared with the state-ofthe-art, our methods offer remarkable energy savings. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III describes the system and model, along with the definition of the problem. Section IV presents energy-aware methods on unicore platform. Section V presents energy-aware task mapping techniques for multi-core platform. Section VI discusses the experimental results, and finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review some work on energy-aware techniques with real-time constraints and temporal consistency constraints, respectively.
A. ENERGY-AWARE TECHNIQUES WITH REAL-TIME CONSTRAINTS
Adaptive sampling algorithm [10] is widely used for energy-aware IoT monitoring systems. Typically, the main idea of adaptive sampling is to design a sigmoid function which would compare the difference between sampled data over the sliding-window, and adjust the running frequency of tasks up and down accordingly. However, naively pursue lower running frequencies to save energy but without considering the timing requirement may incur deadline misses. There are also a lot of work devoted to process real-time tasks with real-time constraints, i.e., meeting the deadline of tasks. In [11] , hybrid strategy, which combines both static DVFS and shut-down mechanisms to maximize the energy savings, is proposed. DVFS-based Energy conservation algorithm is proposed in [12] to reduce energy by emerging CPU-GPU hybrid clusters. In [7] , a survey is conducted to summarize energy-aware techniques for real-time scheduling. For multicore platform, partitioned scheduling [13] is a widely used method that allocate each task to one processor permanently. Combining DVFS with multicore technologies is the trend of development, and there are two main technical routes: per-CPU DVFS [14] and per-task DVFS [15] . Per-CPU DVFS simply defines the constant frequency of each processor, while the frequency of each processor is depending on the task under per-task DVFS. For partitioned scheduling, the metric of task mapping may be one of the core issues in multicore system, since it may impact the system feasibility, energy cost and resource usage. There are active researchers who explore the problem for varies task model or platforms, e.g., the algorithm proposed in [11] combines energy density with utilization metric to allocate real-time task to heterogeneous platforms. However, existing work usually assumes the parameters of tasks are predefined. Therefore, it is hard to directly apply these methods to solve the problem in IoT systems.
B. ENERGY-AWARE TECHNIQUES WITH TEMPORAL CONSISTENCY CONSTRAINTS
The concept of temporal consistency has been attracted much attention in data-driven applications, and power has become a major bottleneck for such applications. By analyzing the similarity between data objects, Half-Half scheme [16] was proposed to reduce update operations, and improved More-Less scheme was proposed in [17] to postpone the execution of tasks. Many algorithms [18] were also used for dynamic priority scheduling. DS-FP scheme [6] , [19] was proposed to reduce the energy cost by minimizing the sensor workload. As an innovative method, DS-FP follows an aperiodic model to process transactions and determines the release time of the next job dynamically. Note that it may be hard for DS-FP to be compatible with DVFS technology, since there is little room for slowdown during the scheduling. Normally-off scheme [20] which allows sensors to be wakened to update real-time objects when the designated task arrives or completes is proposed to manage energy cost. However, it is a decision-driven method and assumes special decision tasks is available. More recently, the problem has been extend to multiprocessor platform [21] , but only the schedulability of the system has been considered. Most of the work mentioned above only focuses on reducing the resulting workload, and adopts sleep state methods to reduce energy cost. Kang [22] focused on DPM-based method and proposed a query aggregation approach to reduce power consumption. Recently, by using global queues [23] , these methods have been extended to multicore platform [24] . However, in these work, the sampling workload of a sensor data is measured by Half-Half scheme, which may lead to pessimistic results, and DMP-based methods may be not available in certain applications, e.g., during the rush hours in transportation management, since it cost too much to delay task execution or aggregate system idle.
III. BACKGROUND, ASSUMPTIONS AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we first introduce the real-time data processing model. Then, we describe the definition of temporal validity, the power model, as well as some notations and important assumptions made throughout the paper. Finally, we define the problem to be addressed in this work.
A. DATA PROCESSING MODEL Figure 2 presents the real-time data processing model of IoT systems. As can be seen, real-time data processing usually consists of two types of transactions: update transactions and user transactions (a.k.a. control transactions). As mentioned earlier, update transactions are used for collecting sensor data and maintaining temporal consistency of real-time data objects in the system. Scheduling update transactions to maintain the data freshness is a fundamental issue in system design, since accessing to stale data may result in wrong decisions or even catastrophic consequences, e.g., expired road traffic data used by self-driving vehicles may injure a human-being. User transactions, which are defined according to application requirements, need to access sensor data refreshed by update transactions to conduct appropriate reactions. Example of user transactions include transportation management or surveillance. User transactions follow the traditional periodic tasks model, and each invocation of a user transaction has a hard or firm deadline on its completion [22] . These two types of transactions will be stored in a queue temporally, and will be processed in the next two steps. The first step is to assign transactions to different cores on multicore platform. In order to reduce the data/resource conflict between user transactions and update transactions, it would be better to execute them in an isolated manner, i.e., assigning different types of transactions to separate identical cores. Afterwards, the next step is to schedule transactions on the determined single core. The transaction manager in every single core consists of the transaction scheduler (TS), concurrency controller (CC), freshness controller (FC) and power manager (PM). TS is responsible for real-time scheduling of update or user transactions associated with data objects. With the support of mature technologies, the concurrency controller uses a two-phase lock mechanism (2PL) to serialize the concurrent transactions, so as to avoid the errors of real-time data object read-write conflicts. The temporal validity detection of each real-time data objects is achieved by using FC, and data values that do not meet the real-time requirements will be discarded. PM in the system supports energy-saving algorithms based on DVFS technology, and is responsible for scheduling transactions in collaboration with TS, which ensures the schedulability of the transactions while minimizing the energy consumption. In the following, more detailed constraints are presented.
B. DATA VALIDITY FOR FRESHNESS CONTROLLER
The freshness controller ensures the correctness of an object detected by field sensors, and the temporal validity requirement in real-time data processing is defined as follows.
Definition 1: A real-time data object (x i ) at time t is temporally valid if its j th sampling time (r i,j ) plus the validity duration (V i ) of the data object is not less than t, i.e., r i,j + V i ≥ t.
A data object value of x i sampled by sensors at time t will be valid from t to t + V i according to Definition 1, and the FC module needs to check the valid of x i according to its validity duration V i at run-time. As mentioned before, a common practice is to generate an associated periodic update transaction τ i for maintaining temporal validity. Traditional methods, such as Half-Half [16] and More-Less [17] are designed to invoke τ i at least twice during V i to update x i . In Half-Half, the periods and deadlines of all transactions are set to be half of their corresponding validity duration lengths. But in the More-Less scheme, as shown in Figure 3 , the period T i is derived to be always no smaller than the corresponding deadline D i to further reduce the update workload. Moreover, as can be seen, there is always 
C. ENERGY MEASUREMENT FOR POWER MANAGER
In this paper, we adopt a popular power model from [25] , [26] to calculate the energy cost for PM. Assuming the system is running on a homogeneous multicore platform, the total power consumption of any processor executing a task at frequency f is denoted as P(f ). In particular,
where P s denotes the static power consumption which is mainly caused by leakage current. αf γ represents the frequency-dependent power that includes any power consumption caused by frequency switching activities, where α is circuit dependent parameter, and γ is the dynamic power exponent. A common assumption is that 2 ≤ γ ≤ 3 [26] . It is clear that lower frequency results in less frequency-dependent active energy consumption. Therefore, reducing the running frequency may result in a convex reduction of dynamic power consumption. Since it takes longer time for jobs to finish, simply reducing running frequency may lead to higher leakage energy. There is a critical frequency η ee in which executing task at slowdown factor less than the critical speed would only consume more energy. According to [26] , η ee for w clock cycles workload can be calculated as follows:
In the following, we focus on processing energy consumed by CPUs and neglect the communication energy consumed by memory systems, since the former is the major energy source for modern computer systems and can amount to over 75% of total system power consumption [25] . We also assume that the supply voltage can be adjusted within the discrete range [V min , V max ] and the operating frequency can be scaled within [f min , f max ]. For convenience, we define a slowdown factor η (the normalized processor speed) as the ratio of the current operating frequency to the maximum frequency. Without loss of generality, we assume that f max is normalized to 1. In addition, if all the transactions are assigned the same slowdown factor, it is called a constant slowdown. By contrast, we call the scheme of assigning different slowdown factors to different transactions as uniform slowdown. Note that speed change can only occur at context switch. Therefore, we assume that the speed change overhead (this overhead may be negligible for some embedded platforms, such as NXP Kinetis series) is constant and can be incorporated into the worst case execution time of a transaction.
D. NOTATIONS
We consider a real-time system T that consists of data sampling and control transactions, i.e., user transactions
. For user transactions, each user transaction τ c i is characterized by a 3-tuples:
where C u i is the worst-case execution time, and V i is the validity duration length of the data object. It should be noted that update transactions should also follow periodic model with deadline D u i and period T u i . These two parameters can be determined according to different system settings, but
should be satisfied to make sure all data objects meet the temporal validity constraint requirements. The system utilization and density factor of τ u i is represented as
respectively. We use T u k to denote the update transaction set assigned to one core M k , the utilization and density factor of
the total utilization, and total density factor is defined as
Lastly, based on the power model, the energy consumption on core M i is defined as E i s , and λ i sum is used to denote the total density factor on core M i , respectively. The total power consumption is calculated by E t = m i=1 E i s , and the energy consumption on core m i is calculated by
The problem considered in this paper is defined as follows. Definition 2 (Energy-Aware MultiCore Scheduling problem (EEMCS)): Given a set of transactions T = {τ i } n i=1 consisted of sampling and control transactions to be scheduled on a multicore platform, we should determine a transaction to processor mapping scheme, so that the transactions on each core can be executed in a feasible manner, while the overall power consumption E t can be minimized.
Theorem 1: The EEMCS problem is NP-hard. Proof: The NP-hardness is proved by a reduction from the 3-PARTITION problem. The problem is to decide whether a given multiset A = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n } of n = 3m elements with a size w(a i ) can be partitioned into m triples {a1, a2, . . . , a m } that all have the same sum S. The instance of the 3-PARTITION problem could be reduced to an instance of the EEMCS problem as follows. Let us construct a special transaction set T = {τ i } n i=1 , in which a transaction τ i is created for each element in A, the execution time of τ i is set to be w(a i ), and the common valid duration is set as V i = 2S. Next, we divide the valid duration parameter into two equal parts and assign the value to deadline/period of τ i , that is, D i = T i = S. Let the number of cores be m and let the total utilization of T be U sum . Now, by
Since it is well known that a task set is schedulable on each core if its utilization does exceed 1.0, we know that whether there exist a feasible solution (the sum of utilization on each core is equal to S = 1.0) for assigning T to m cores depends on the original 3-PARTITION problem has a solution or not. Thus, it is clear that determining a feasible task assignment is also NP-Complete in strong sense. In addition, since checking the feasibility of transactions on a multicore platform even with the full speed is hard, when taking the optimization of energy cost into consideration, the EEMCS problem is NP-hard.
Due to the inherent intractability of the problem as shown in Thereom 1, we will address EEMCS by solving the following two subproblems:
• Unicore problem: Given a set of update transactions
to be scheduled on a DVFS-capable unicore, determine parameters {D u i , T u i , η i } for τ i , such that T u is feasible and the energy consumption E s is minimized.
• Multicore problem: Given a set of transactions consist
, and a multi-core platform with m identical processors, finding a transaction to processor mapping, such that the total energy consumption E t is minimized.
IV. SOLUTIONS FOR UNICORE PLATFORM
In this subsection, the design target is to ensure the whole system is data temporal consistency schedulable, which is defined in Definition 3, while minimizing the energy cost.
Definition 3 (Temporal Consistency Schedulable): For a set of update transactions T u = {τ i } n i=1 to be executed on a uicore platform, the derived parameters deadline D, period T , slowdown factor η for each transaction should satisfy the validity constraints, while T u should be schedulable.
To this end, the unicore problem can be regarded as two subproblems: optimizing the energy cost and assigning parameters. However, it is a bi-criteria problem and cannot be solved separately. From energy-efficient perspective, a smaller slowdown factor can result in lower energy cost, but slowdown the process speed of CPUs would need more time to execute jobs of transactions, leading to a larger deadline. Since the sum of the period and deadline is a fixed value, increasing deadline means decreasing period, which in turn raises the system sampling workload and reduces the spare capacity for DVFS. From schedulability perspective, temporal consistency schedulable associated with the characteristics of modern IoT systems is more strict than classical real-time constraints, since inappropriate running parameters may fail to ensure the temporal consistency of data objects even if all transactions are committed within their deadlines. For example, in Figure 4 , three consecutive jobs for updating data object Si are scheduled periodically. Note that although some of the jobs may be preempted by some higher priority transactions, all of them meet their deadlines. However, in this example, S2 does not finish before its validity duration, which means the data object becomes stale or even harmful to the system, while the data object at both S0 and S1 are temporal consistency. To address this problem, we should develop a hybrid method, which considers running parameters {D u i , T u i , η i } assignment in coordination with slowdown strategy and delayed execution policy systematically, to ensure that both the timing and energy requirements can be satisfied. In the following, we start with the per-CPU solution called ML-CS. The main idea of per-CPU solution is to select one constant slowdown η for the whole transaction set to reduce energy consumption. To improve the execution efficiency, the bisection method is used to search the proper constant slowdown factor and a user defined threshold θ is adopted to bound the loops. Once the running speed η is selected, ML-CS determines {D u i , T u i } as well. To cooperate with DVFS, ML-CS assigns a relatively long deadline that would tolerant the transaction to execute in a low speed. At the same time, the job execution should be postponed, similar to the ML scheme, to limit the sampling operation in a low rate. Thus, the parameters {D u i , T u i } of each transaction need to be finely determined so that the temporal consistency can be guaranteed. Specifically, we first compute deadline for τ k (1 ≤ k ≤ n) by finding the minimum solution of the following recursive equation:
Next, we assign a period to τ u k by T u k = V k −D u k . Since solving the above equation has a pseudo-polynomial time complexity, ML-CS also runs in pseudo-polynomial. ML-CS would report success when η is determined and deadline (period) for each update transaction is assigned. the pseudo-code of ML-CS is shown in Algorithm 1. The following theorem shows the correctness of ML-CS.
Theorem 2: Given an update transaction set
and a constant slowdown η, the solution derived by ML-CS is deemed to be temporal consistency schedulable under DM. Proof: To prove the correctness of ML-CS, we need to prove that all the constraints of the unicore problem can be satisfied. Firstly, since ML-CS uses a bisection method to search frequency in the whole range, it ensures the algorithm can find a η that makes T schedulable. Secondly, for DM-based scheduling, if the first instance of each transaction after a critical instant (i.e., all the first jobs are released simultaneously) meets its deadline, the system is schedulable. Since ML-CS derives deadlines by using Equation 3 and terminals when
we know that the temporal consistency of real-time data can also be guaranteed. In summary, the theorem is proved. Now, a general question is for a given transaction set, can the proposed ML-CS scheme always achieve better performance than Half-Half? The answer is affirmative, as illustrated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Given an update transaction set T = {τ i } n i=1 , ML-CS can always derive a feasible solution with energy consumption no larger than that under Half-Half.
Proof: For convenience and consistency, we call DVFS-based method under Half-Half as Half-Half with Constant Slowdown (HH-CS). As stated in [7] , the optimal slowdown speed to minimize the total energy consumption is η = max{η min , U }. We first show that the energy consumption under ML-CS, denoted by E M , is always no larger than that under HH-CS (denoted by E H ), even with the same slowdown
sorted in non-decreasing order of V i , and η ub = 1 and η lb is set to be max{η min , factor. Assuming ML-CS has the same unique slowdown factor as that of HH-CS, we have,
be the deadlines (periods) of τ i derived from HH-CS and ML-CS, respectively. From the deadline computation process of ML-CS, we know that there is always
Moreover, the formalized energy consumption under HH-CS and ML-CS can be computed by,
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Assign η temp to τ i (q < i ≤ n) ;
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Compute ESPW (T u , {η i }, S[n]) by Equation (6) Then, by T H i ≤ T M i and η H = η M , we can conclude that E M ≤ E H . Next, recall that we perform bisection search in the hole range of available slowdown factors, and the slowdown factor selected by ML-CS is deemed to be no larger than that under Half-Half, so E M ≤ E H still holds. The theorem is proved.
ML-CS provides an efficient way to address the unicore problem by computing a constant slowdown factor for all the transactions. However, in many IoT systems, slowdown factors have to be chosen from an available discrete set of frequencies. If the desired frequency obtained by ML-CS is not available, then it is necessary to assign a next higher running frequency than the desired one, so that the transaction deadline can be met. Hence, using one constant speed may result in unused slack time, which has an adverse effect on energy savings. In order to save energy in a finer granularity, we begin to explore per-Task solution which allows different slowdown factors η i for different transactions.
For the scenario with uniform slowdown decisions, the running parameters {D u i , T u i , η i } assignment of each transaction may be different from one another. Directly applying brute force search however leads to non-polynomial time complexity by enumerating every parameters. Given the intractability of the problem, we propose an improved heuristic method called More-Less with Uniform Slowdown (ML-US) by using ML-CS as a building block.
The pseudo-code of ML-US is shown in Algorithm 2. The detailed procedure is as follows. An index q points to the transaction which will be assigned a slowdown factor η q in the q-th iteration. SF is an array representing the k available slowdown factors, where SF[k] is the maximum one (line 2). We use a queue S[n] to record the slowdown factor in each iteration. Initially, q = 1, and each transaction in T is assigned a slowdown factor of f k /f max (line 3). At each iteration, the slowdown factors for the first q − 1 transactions, i.e., η 1 , η 2 , . . . , η q−1 , have already been determined. For the remaining n−q transactions, i.e., η q+1 , η q+2 , . . . , η n , we assume they all use the same slowdown factor η temp , which is a temporary value and to be determined in the following iterations. During each iteration, we first give τ q a candidate slowdown factor η q , which is equal to SF[k] (lines 5-7). Then, we use ML-CS as a building block to calculate the parameter sets {D u i , T u i , η temp } for the remaining n−q transactions, since ML-CS can ensure the schedulability of the whole system as shown in Theorem 2. Due to the nature of bisection search, the slowdown factor η temp calculated by ML-CS would be the smallest one (line 8).
After determining η temp , the algorithm finds the nearest available slowdown factor of η temp , and then assign it to all the remaining transactions τ i (q < i ≤ n) (line 9). It is worth mentioning there may be more than one valid candidate slowdown factors for τ q . In order to decide which one is better from the perspective of energy consumption, we define a new metric called Energy Saving Per Workload (ESPW), as follows, (3). It should be noted that we only accept η q with E ≥ 0, since we try to decrease the slowdown factor to achieve more energy savings in each iteration. Moreover, it is clear that a larger value of ESPW is more favorable, since it implies that the enlarged system workload achieved per unit cost less energy. ML-US keeps calculating the valid candidate slowdown factor η q for τ q and record the corresponding ESPW for each η q , until i == 0.
After all the valid slowdown factors η q have been calculated, ML-US finds η q that maximizes ESPW (line 14). Then, it updates S[n] by assigning η q to τ q and the corresponding η temp to the remaining n − q transactions (line 15). This completes one iteration of the algorithm, and the next iteration starts with q = q + 1. Note that, once the slowdown factors for all the n − 1 transactions have been determined, the slowdown factor of τ n has also been determined and we just set η n = η temp , and the algorithm terminates.
To help understand ML-US, we now give an example to illustrate how ML-US works for a given transaction set.
Example 1: Consider a transaction set T u = {τ u 1 = (1, 10), τ u 2 = (2, 25), τ u 3 = (3, 35)} to be executed on a DVFS-capable unicore platform. The available speeds in the system are SF[ ] = {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}. Under ML-CS, we can obtain a constant slowdown factor for the transaction set to be η = 0.45. Since 0.45 is not available, we select the next higher running frequency, i.e., η = 0.6, as the actual running speed. The resulted parameters can be computed to be D u 1 = 1.67, T u 1 = 8.33, D u 2 = 5, T u 2 = 20, D u 3 = 11.67, and T u 3 = 23.33. Now we show how ML-US works for the give transaction set. ML-US starts from the update transaction with the smallest valid interval length, i.e., τ u 1 . Initially, the slowdown factor of τ 1 is set to SF[5] = 1.0, i.e., the maximum available speed. A temporary feasible slowdown factor for lower-priority transactions, i.e., τ u 2 and τ u 3 , is calculated to be η temp = 0.4 by ML-CS. Since E = E(1.0, 1.0, 1.0) − E(1.0, 0.4, 0.4) = 305468 − 151367 > 0, it is clear that the energy consumption can be reduced when we set η 1 = 1. Then, the ESPW metric is calculated for η 1 = 1, and the result is 0.35. ML-US will repeat this iteration until ML-CS returns failure at η 1 = 0.2, which means the system might be overloaded if η 1 < 0.4. When this iteration finished, we can get the candidate slowdown factors for τ u 1 to be {0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}, and the corresponding ESPW metrics are {0.46, 0.39, 0.4, 0.35}. In the next step, we choose the slowdown factor (η 1 = 0.4) that can maximize the ESPW metric as the final slowdown for τ 1 , and the corresponding parameters are {D u 1 = 2.5, T u 1 = 7.5, η 1 = 0.4}. Following a similar way, we can derive the parameters for τ u 2 and τ u 3 to be {D u 2 = 7.5, T u 2 = 17.5, η 2 = 0.4} and {D u 2 = 15, T u 2 = 20, η 2 = 0.6}, respectively. It can be verified that the system is schedulable with these parameters. 
V. SOLUTIONS FOR MULTICORE PLATFORM
In this section, we try to address the energy-aware temporal consistency scheduling problem upon multicore platform.
Partitioned scheduling which allows transactions running in an isolate manner may be more attractive, since resource conflicts can be avoided. As far as we know, the TCP and DBF algorithms in [21] are the only work that address the partitioned scheduling for maintaining temporal consistency which can be seen as the state-of-the art methods. However, the proposed methods, called TCP and DBF, are designed to enhance system schedulability rather than energy efficiency. In the following, we first try to extend the proposed energy-aware unicore schemes to multicore platform, and then develop new partitioned mapping techniques to derive more energy-efficient solution.
Partitioned scheduling is essentially a bin-packing problem, and many traditional heuristics adopt utilization-based metric to assign tasks [13] . However, it may not be suitable for dynamic IoT environment. Note that the workload of a coming transaction is unknown before assigning it to a core, since the running parameters are variable. Thus, to cooperate with the proposed single core solutions, we need to develop a new admission control metric to assign coming transactions, as given in the following theorem.
Theorem 4: Given an update transaction set T u , if T u 's density factor λ sum ≤ 1 2 , then it is temporal consistency schedulable on each core with a constant slowdown factor of η = max{η min , 2λ sum }.
Proof: Firstly, we show that λ sum ≤ 1 2 is a sufficient condition that ensures the feasibility of the system. Since any implicit deadline task set (each task's deadline is equal to period) that satisfies U ≤ 1 is schedulable, the feasible condition for T u can also be derived in a similar way. By adopting the Half-Half scheme, the validity duration of each transaction is equally divided, that is,
is a sufficient condition that makes the system schedulable. Then, we take frequency selection into consideration. Given a constant slowdown factor η, we have λ sum = n i=1 C u η·V . It is clear that T u is schedulable with η ≥ 2λ sum . Hence, the minimum constant slowdown factor is η = max{η min , 2λ sum }. The theorem is proved.
If the transactions meet the admission control metric, we can safely assign the transaction to one core, and adopt ML-CS or MU-US to control the frequency selection on each core. The next question is how to develop new mapping strategy that minimize the total energy consumption. To address this problem, we first give an intuitive example to illustrate the impact of different mapping strategies on energy cost, as described below. 
L T i C i η 2 i for simplicity. Three different mapping strategies are presented in Figure 5 . • Mapping Strategy Aτ 1 , τ 2 and τ 3 are deployed to one core, and τ u 4 is allocated to the other core. The selected running frequency is 0.9 and 0.4, respectively. The resulted normalized energy consumption is 55799.
• Mapping Strategy Bτ 1 and τ 3 are deployed to one core, while τ 2 and τ 4 are allocated to the other core. The selected running frequency is 0.8 and 0.4, respectively. The resulted normalized energy consumption is 48383.
• Mapping Strategy Cτ 1 and τ 4 are deployed to one core, while τ 2 and τ 3 are allocated to the other core. The selected running frequency is 0.7 and 0.6, respectively. The resulted normalized energy consumption is 43919. The above example reveals us some useful information. When only judged by the feasibility criterion, all three strategies can ensure that the system is schedulable. However, different mapping strategies lead to quite different energy consumptions. In fact, strategies A and B are produced by heuristics First-Fit and Best-Fit, while strategy C adopts Worst-Fit. Strategy C which helps to achieve global system density balancing results in about 21% less energy consumption than strategy A. Based on the above example, we have three observations that may lead to more energy savings on multicore platform:
• Observation 1. Worst-Fit partitioning may consume less energy.
• Observation 2. Assigning the total density λ u tot evenly among all cores may be a key factor for energy savings. Firstly, Observation 1 has also been proved to be effective by previous work [15] , [25] , since it always selects the core with the minimal density, so that the occupied capacities of all cores will be increased in turn. Next, the problem is whether Observations 2 and 3 make sense. To this end, we introduce the following two theorems.
Theorem 5: Given a transaction scheduled by slowdown factor η on each core, the transaction to processor mapping strategy which divides the total density λ u tot evenly, will minimize the total energy consumption.
Proof: Here we use E i s and λ i sum to denote the energy consumption on core M i and the total density factor on core M i , respectively. According to Theorem 4, we know that η = max{η min , 2λ i sum }. By T u i ≥ V i 2 , we have,
Thus, we have
, since the unicore deadline and period assignment scheme is different (as we explained in subsection III-B), and it has nothing to do with the multicore mapping strategy. Therefore, the total energy consumption E t and m i=1 LP(2λ i sum ) both would reach the minimum energy consumption under a certain transaction to processor mapping. Now, the energy minimization partitioned problem can be transformed and formalized as follows: Given a strictly convex function m i=1 LP(2λ i sum ), minimizing it subject to λ u tot = m i=1 λ i sum and 0 ≤ λ i sum ≤ 1/2 (see Theorem 4) to reach a feasible schedule on each core. Based on the strictly convex nature of the objective function, it is easy to obtain that λ i sum = λ u tot m is also the unique global minimum. Hence, the mapping strategy with evenly distributed λ u tot would minimize the overall energy consumption.
In addition, the following theorem helps us to handle heavy density loaded transactions (i.e., update transactions with 
tot , which implies the system is not schedulable. Thus, we come to a contradiction.
• Case2. The density factor on at least one processor, say M k , satisfies λ i sum < λ u tot m . Then, we know that there is λ i sum > λ u tot m on processor M i since τ u a has been already assigned to M i . It is obvious that we can move τ u b from the heavily density loaded processor M i to the lightly density loaded one M k , and this might be a more density factor balanced partition. Hence, we reach a contradiction, and it is not a density factor balanced partition solution to assign τ u a and τ u b to one processor at the same time. Summarizing the above two cases, we can conclude that in order to get a balanced mapping, update transactions with λ u i > λ u tot m should be assigned to a separate processor. Based on the above discussion, we propose our heuristic, Temporal Consistency Balanced Mapping (TCBM), as follows: Given a set of transactions T = {τ i } n i=1 to be processed on a multicore platform with m identical cores Complexity of TCBM: TCBM essentially can be considered as several parts including checking the property of transactions, and evaluating the cumulative system workload or density on each core. Since these values can be computed in constant time, it is not difficult to see that the complexity of the algorithm in allocating all n transactions on m cores is no more than O(nm). Details of TCBM are shown in Algorithm 3.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce the experimental setup in Section VI-A, then present and discuss the results on unicore and multicore platforms in Sections VI-B and VI-C, respectively.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The default settings and parameters for the simulations are summarized in Table 2 . To enable easy comparison and continuity with previous studies, we adopt the same baseline values for the parameters as given in [18] , [27] , which are originally from air traffic control applications. For unicore evaluation, the number of real-time data objects N T ranges from 100 to 300 to generate different workloads in the system. The validity duration length V i of each VOLUME 7, 2019 update transaction is assumed to be uniformly distributed in [4000, 8000]ms. The execution time of each transaction is uniformly distributed in [5, 15] ms.
For multicore evaluation, the number of real-time data objects N T ranges from 100 to 300. The validity duration length V i of each update transaction is assumed to be uniformly distributed in [4000, 8000]ms. It is assumed that each update transaction updates one data object, and each transaction has a uniform probability of having short (5 − 15)ms, medium (15 − 50)ms, or long (50 − 150)ms execution time. The number of user transactions N C ranges from 10 to 60. For each user transaction, the worst-case execution time ranges from 10ms to 60ms, and the period (equal to the relative deadline) is uniformly distributed in [100, 500]ms. The number of cores m is selected from {4, 6, 8, 10, 12}.
We use the data obtained from a well-known DVFS processor called Intel XScale. There are five frequencies available (0.15, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0)GHz with corresponding power consumptions (80, 170, 400, 900, 1600)mWatt on each core. According to previous work [13] , [25] , the circuit dependent parameter α = 1.52 and the dynamic power exponent γ = 3. The critical speed is about 0.3 (0.297GHz). All the algorithms to be evaluated are implemented in Java. Moreover, we calculate normalized energy consumption averaged over 10000 qualified transaction sets and report their average value. For experiments on multicore platform, we assume that unused cores are turned off to further save energy.
B. EXPERIMENT RESULTS ON UNICORE PLATFORM
For unicore platform, we have conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of the following algorithms:
• ML-CS. The algorithm proposed in Section IV.
• ML-US. The algorithm proposed in Section IV. • HH/HH-CS. A widely used algorithm presented in [16] , [24] .
• ML. The typical DM-based algorithm presented in [17] , [21] .
• DSFP. The deferrable scheduling algorithm presented in [6] , [19] . HH/HH-CS schemes are DVFS-compatible methods which have been widely applied in recent work [24] . Different from DVFS-based method, ML is a periodic scheduling technique which postpones the execution of jobs to create more system idle for power saving. DSFP is the state-of-the-art method for minimizing the sensor workload by calculating the release time of the next job dynamically. From the energy perspective, DSFP is also a DPM-based solution, and it tries to delay the job as late as possible to achieve energy savings. In the following, the normalized energy consumption is used as a main performance metric, while the workload performance is also presented.
1) IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF UPDATE TRANSACTIONS
In this set of experiments, the total number of update transactions (denoted as N T ) is varied from 100 to 300. Fig. 6(a) shows the energy performance of the tested algorithms.
The energy consumption of all the algorithms increase gradually with the increase of N T . It is interesting to see that the energy cost of DSFP is about 40% lower than that of traditional non-DVFS HH method. However, DVFS-supported HH-CS is still competitive in some scenarios. For instant, when N t ≤ 225, HH-CS can get more energy savings. That is to say, combining DVFS with the scheme that postpones the execution of jobs to may be more efficient. This is also verfied in Fig. 7(a) , which presents the workload performance. The workload by ML-US is consistently higher than that by ML-CS and the performance gap reaches 23% when N T is 250. It can be observed that ML-US saves about 60% -70% energy compared to HH-CS, while they both have the same workload when N T > 175, which demonstrates the claim in Theorem 3. Fig. 6(b) shows the comparison of the resulting normalized energy consumption. Here the number of update transactions is set to N T = 200. As can be observed, the energy consumption of all the methods increases along with the increase of density factor. The energy consumption of DSFP is 40% lower than the baseline, since it adopts the extreme delayed execution policy. The energy performance of HH-CS is unstable, and it rises sharply when the density factor becomes larger. It is interesting to find that the energy consumption of ML-CS basically presents ladder form rise. This is mainly due to that the available speeds in Intel Xscale model are discrete values. It is also clear that the energy performance of ML-US looks like smooth upward curves, and ML-CS outperforms other methods consistently. The corresponding CPU workload performance is depicted in Fig. 7(b) . ML-US can better make use of CPU slack time while still maintaining the temporal validity. This is verified again in Fig. 7(b) , where the CPU workload of ML-US is consistently higher than that of ML-CS, and the largest gap reaches 21% when λ = 0.35. Fig. 6(c) shows the energy performance and Fig. 7(c) presents the comparison of the workload performance. The number of N t is fixed at 200, and we randomly choose 40 transactions to change their V i /C i ratio. Different from previous experiments, it can be observed that the performance of HH-CS retains stable, just a little bit lower than that of ML. This is mainly due to that the parameter changes would not cause the variation of system workload, but may lead to changes in idle distribution among transactions. HH-CS, ML or DSFP would not perceive the change in idle distribution, which leads to stable energy consumption. The proposed ML-CS and ML-US methods perform better. The achieved normalized energy consumption of them decreases along with the increase of V i /C i , and more than 20% energy can be saved when V i /C i = 600. ML-US consumes less energy than ML-CS, and the performance gap between them is about 8% on average. As can be observed, ML-US outperforms the other methods consistently in terms of workload. Compared to ML-CS, the workload under ML-US reaches around 20% when V i /C i locates in the range of [150, 350] . This is because a smaller V i /C i indicates that a real-time data object needs to be updated in a higher rate to maintain system schedulability, which resulting in the interference from higher-priority transactions increase.
2) IMPACT OF DENSITY FACTOR

3) IMPACT OF PARAMETER SELECTION
In summary, the experimental results clearly show that simply by applying DVFS (like HH-CS) or by postponing job execution (like ML or DSFP) would only lead to poor energy efficiency. Thus, combining slowdown strategy with delayed execution policy would result in better energy savings. As the experimental results show, the proposed per-CPU based algorithm ML-CS and per-task based algorithm ML-US outperform traditional schemes in terms of energy consumption on unicore platform.
C. EXPERIMENT RESULTS ON MULTICORE PLATFORM
For multicore platform, we compare TCBM proposed in this paper with two state of the art mapping techniques, TCP and DBF [21] . We evaluate the three methods by varying the number of processors, the total density factor of the update transaction set, and the number of user transactions. For a FIGURE 9. Energy performance on multicore platform with ML-US applied on each core. fair comparison, we run different mapping techniques on the random generated transaction sets. The overall energy consumption is obtained by summing up the energy cost on each core (by applying our unicore methods, i.e., ML-CS and ML-US, to minimize the energy consumption on each unicore). We assume that the core is shutdown if no transaction is assigned to it.
1) IMPACT OF DENSITY FACTOR
We obtain our results by performing experiments on 8 cores. The total density factor (λ tot ) is varied from 2 to 4 by increasing the number of update transactions N T to show its impact on total energy cost. The normalized energy consumption of different mapping techniques with ML-CS and ML-US applied on unicore are shown in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 9(a) , respectively. It is evident from Fig. 8(a) that TCBM achieves about 55% more energy savings than TCP and 18% more than DBF when λ tot = 3.0. As can be observed in the two figures, TCBM has the best energy performance, followed by DBF. The energy performance of DBF is the same as that of TCP when λ tot = 4.0, while the energy consumption of TCBM with ML-US is still no more than 60% (65% with ML-CS). The reason mainly lies in that both TCP and DBF use First-Fit to enhance system schedulability, which may decrease the chance to run on a lower speed for active cores to save power, while TCBM can make better use of multiple cores to save energy.
2) IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF CORES
In this set of experiments, we fix the number of total density of update transactions to λ tot = 2.0, and the number of cores is selected from {4, 6, 8, 10, 12}. Figure 8(b) shows the energy performance of the evaluated algorithms with ML-CS being applied on each core. With the increase of the number of cores, the energy consumption for both DBF and TCBM tends to decrease. Similar to the energy consumption shown in Fig. 8(b) , we can also observe this trend in Fig. 9(b) . As more cores can be used in the system, the transactions can be distributed among the cores more evenly for applying DVFS. Specifically, when the number of available cores is small, TCBM can get significantly lower energy consumption than DBF and TCP. The largest performance gap between TCBM and DBF is about 33% (35%) with ML-CS (ML-US) applied on each core when N cpu = 4. In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 9(b) , the energy performance of DBF is almost the same as that of TCBM when the number of cores exceed 10. This is due to that with sufficient enough cores, the slowdown factors on all the cores are set to be the same as the critical speed.
3) IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF USER TRANSACTIONS
In this set of experiments, we vary the number of user transaction from 10 to 60. Here the number of total density of update transactions is fixed to λ tot = 2.0, and the number of cores is m = 8. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 9 (c). As can be observed, the energy cost will increase when there is more user transactions. The performance of DBF increases sharply than that of TCBM. It is also clear to see that TCBM outperforms TCP and DBF considerably, and the performance gap becomes larger with the increase of the number of user transactions. This is because, with the increase of N C , more separate cores are needed to handle user transactions and the available cores for update transactions become less, which makes the total energy consumption increased.
In summary, the energy performance differences among the three mapping heuristics can be explained in terms of their density factor balancing behavior. Compared to TCP and DBF, the proposed TCBM scheme can produce a relatively lower energy consumption.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Power management is one of the key issues in designing modern IoT systems. In this paper, we study the energy-aware real-time data processing problem on multicore platform. As far as we know, this work serves as the first attempt to address the given problem. We first take both temporal and energy constraints into consideration, and propose two effective energy-aware techniques for unicore platform, per-CPU DVFS scheme called ML-CS and per-Task DVFS scheme called ML-US. The core idea of the two algorithms is to combine slowdown strategy with delayed execution policy to achieve better energy savings. To extend our methods to multicore platforms, we further reveal the relationship between system density and energy cost, and propose an energy-aware mapping technique called TCBM to explore more energy savings. The experimental evaluation demonstrates that the proposed methods are superior to the state-of-the-art methods from the perspective of energy consumption. Heterogeneous Multi-Processing (HMP) is a promising technical for future high performance computing in IoT systems. For future work, we plan to investigate energy performance on heterogeneous multicore platforms.
